Fill in the gaps with the correct form of lend or borrow:

1. If you ______ something that isn´t yours from a neighbour, you should always give it back ASAP.
2. Could you ______ me a quid so that I can get the bus home?
3. I hate ______ money from my friends or family.
4. I´m neither a ______ nor a borrower, I´m afraid.
5. ______ money from a bank can be quite risky.
6. When you get a mortgage, you ______ money for a period of about 25 years.
7. Have you ______ your car to Cousin James?
8. I would ______ you my bike if it were not broken.
9. He ______ his mother´s car daily to travel to university.
10. It is high time you stopped ______ your friends you stuff, they never return it.
Answers:

1. If you **borrow** something that isn´t yours from a neighbour, you should always give it back ASAP.
2. Could you **lend** me a quid so that I can get the bus home?
3. I hate **borrowing** money from my friends or family.
4. I´m neither a **lender** nor a borrower, I´m afraid.
5. **Borrowing** money from a bank can be quite risky.
6. When you get a mortgage, you **borrow** money for a period of about 25 years.
7. Have you **lent** your car to Cousin James?
8. I would **lend** you my bike if it were not broken.
9. He **borrows** his mother´s car daily to travel to university.
10. It is high time you stopped **lending** your friends you stuff, they never return it.